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Palaeontologists increasingly use large datasets of observations collected

from museum specimens to address broad-scale questions about evolution

and ecology on geological timescales. One such question is whether

information from fossil organisms can be used as a robust proxy for

atmospheric carbon dioxide through time. Here, we present the citizen science

branch of ‘Fossil Atmospheres’, a project designed to refine stomatal index of

Ginkgo leaves as a palaeo-CO2 proxy by involving citizen scientists in data col-

lection through the Zooniverse website. Citizen science helped to overcome a

barrier presented by the time taken to count cells in Ginkgo samples; however,

a new set of challenges arose as a result. A beta-testing phase with Zooniverse

volunteers provided an opportunity to improve instructions to ensure high

fidelity data. Exploration of citizen scientists’ estimates shows that volunteer

counts of stomata are accurate with respect to counts made by the project’s

lead scientist. However, counts of epidermal cells have a wide range, and

mean values tend to underestimate expert counts. We demonstrate a variety

of approaches to reducing the inaccuracy in the calculated stomatal index

that this variation causes. Zooniverse serves as an ideal tool for collection

of palaeontological data where the distribution of fossils would be impossible,

but where specimens can be easily imaged. Such an approach facilitates

the collection of a large palaeontological dataset, as well as providing an

opportunity for citizens to engage with climate research.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Biological collections for

understanding biodiversity in the Anthropocene’.
1. Introduction
Citizen science is an established method for expanding the scale of scientific

studies, while engaging the public in the scientific process [1]. In recent

years, online citizen science interfaces have been shown to be a reliable way

to collect large, accurate and precise datasets that can be used to address a

wide variety of scientific problems [2]. The Zooniverse website, in particular,

now serves as a hub for online citizen science participation and hosts numerous

successful projects from many disciplines, including the physical sciences,

medicine, literature and the social sciences [3]. Palaeontological research pro-

jects are almost completely absent from online citizen science platforms

(although see Fossil Finder; www.zooniverse.org/projects/adrianevans/

fossil-finder), though there are many transcription projects to ‘digitize’

museum specimen labels (e.g. Notes from nature: https://www.notesfromna-

ture.org/). This absence is perhaps surprising in light of the rich history of

collaboration between those professionally engaged in palaeontology and

those traditionally referred to as ‘amateur’ palaeontologists. As a discipline

based largely on prospecting and discovery, within palaeontology there have

been several ways in which non-professionals have historically participated.

Volunteers are frequently active participants and organizers of fieldwork,
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where they find and collect specimens, and prepare them

for subsequent research. These citizen contributors have

been widely recognized within the professional community

as vital to the progress of palaeontology, and each pro-

fessional society has annual awards specifically for this

purpose (e.g. Palaeontological Association Mary Anning

Award, Paleontological Society Strimple Award).

Several decades ago, palaeontology shifted as a science

from a largely exploratory discipline centred around speci-

men collection and description, to one that uses these

specimens as the foundation for research questions driven

by meta-analyses that aim to understand the evolution of

life on geological timescales [4,5]. Non-professional collectors

and preparators have continued in their involvement, but

there has not been an accompanying shift to include such

potential citizen scientists in collection of large morphological

datasets, analyses, other aspects of question-driven inquiry,

or subsequent use of the research outcomes. This is in con-

trast to other fields within the biological sciences where the

involvement of citizen scientists in such activities is highly

successful and has become commonplace (e.g. eMammal,

Beluga Bits and Cochrane Crowd). The disparity can be

attributed in large part to the ‘one of a kind’ nature of

palaeontological data. Each measurement or observation

must come from a fossil, and fossils are often rare and

mainly housed in museums where access is mostly limited

to professionals. There is scepticism on the part of the

palaeontological research community, as there has been in

the scientific research community more broadly, about

having untrained volunteers handle specimens, and whether

such volunteers could produce research quality data [6]. The

lack of uptake may also relate to the less direct links between

the science of palaeobiology and people’s everyday lives [7,8].

The ways in which, for example, environmental or ecological

monitoring projects can involve citizen scientists in research

and policy [9] do not easily extend to palaeobiology, even

though palaeontologists regularly employ similarly large data-

sets (e.g. www.PaleoBioDB.org and associated publications).

Although palaeontologists have not worked extensively with

citizen scientists, other than for fossil collection and preparation

as mentioned above, the field is recognized as an effective gate-

way to further informal science learning [10] and can act as

the beginning of a conversation about complex or contro-

versial topics like evolutionary biology, geological time

and modern global climate change.

Here, we present a case study of a palaeobotanical pro-

ject, Fossil Atmospheres, for which the primary scientific

goal is to refine the stomatal index proxy that is used for esti-

mating atmospheric CO2 concentrations in the geological

past. An important step in the research is counting the

number of stomata and epidermal cells on areas of leaf sur-

face of standardized size in order to obtain stomatal index

[11]. This step is a time consuming part of the research

which results in a backlog of images to be processed. The

lead project scientist takes an average of 14.5 min to classify

each image, which equates to 73 eight-hour work days to

classify all of the images (2424) we have currently made

available on the Zooniverse, and is approximately one-

fifth of the number of images that will eventually need to

be classified in order to address the scientific research ques-

tion. The research goal for the citizen science branch of the

project presented here was to investigate the efficacy of

citizen scientists for the collection of the data that is required
from these images to achieve the research objectives. This

was with a view to continuing to involve citizen scientists

in the project, should the method prove to generate research

quality data and be time effective.

Citizen science organizers should strive to balance the

dual purposes of achieving research outcomes and providing

a valuable experience for volunteers [1,12]. The project pre-

sented an opportunity to bring palaeontological museum

specimens out from ‘behind the scenes’ so that they can be

used to include members of the public in palaeontological

research outside of traditional specimen collection. This

potentially facilitates participation in palaeontology for a far

broader audience. For example, it can reach cities, areas that

do not have nearby fossil sites, or members of the public

who are unable to participate in outdoor physical activity.

Additionally, the research focus on climate change from a

geological perspective makes Fossil Atmospheres a useful

opportunity for climate change education.

In this paper, we outline the scientific background of the

research project, the process we used for testing and imple-

menting the citizen science user interface on the Zooniverse

website, how we are validating the quality of the data col-

lected by Zooniverse users and the performance and

engagement of participants.
2. Scientific background
The Earth’s climate during the Mesozoic and Early Cenozoic

(100–50 million years ago) was much warmer than today [13]

and was often punctuated by geologically short hyperther-

mal events [14–18]. The background warmth, and

particularly the hyperthermals, are often attributed to

increased atmospheric carbon dioxide ( pCO2; [19,20]) and

are frequently cited as the best analogue situation for

modern-day climate change. Despite the many lines of evi-

dence that suggest CO2 played a primary role in highly

elevated temperatures, palaeo-pCO2 proxy estimates for

these time periods are sparse and sometimes inconsistent

[21]. This is an active area of research within the palaeo-

pCO2 community, but disagreement among the proxies

makes it clear that they are not all correct for all time intervals.

Over the past decade, some of the marine and terrestrial

proxies for pCO2 have been revised by evaluating the under-

lying assumptions for each proxy [22–25], and there has

been some convergence in estimates of palaeo-pCO2 [25].

The primary scientific goal of the Fossil Atmospheres pro-

ject is to evaluate the assumptions that govern the Ginkgo
palaeo-pCO2 proxy and then to apply the revised method-

ology to fossil material that comes from geological periods

of global warmth, as well as the hyperthermal events that

punctuate those warm periods. The Ginkgo palaeo-pCO2

proxy depends upon calculating the stomatal index of both

modern and fossil material [26,27]. Ginkgo biloba (figure 1)

is the last living species in an order of gymnosperm trees

that originated in the Permian around 270 Ma. The leaves

of this order have remained morphologically similar through

time and preserve relatively easily in the fossil record owing

to their thick waxy cuticle. Leaves from living G. biloba indi-

viduals can easily be collected, and museums globally house

many fossil and historical herbarium specimens.

Stomatal index is an area-independent measure of the

proportion of epidermal cells on leaves that are stomatal

http://www.PaleoBioDB.org


(a) (d)

(e)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Images of modern Ginkgo biloba (a–d ) and fossil Ginkgo wyomingensis (e). (a) Branch of Ginkgo biloba showing typical short shoot morphology where
many leaves grow from a single node on the stem. (b) Herbarium sheet of Ginkgo biloba collected on 26 October 1936 near the Smithsonian in Washington, DC
(USNM Herbarium Catalog no. 1683600). (c) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of inside of lower surface of modern Ginkgo biloba. (d ) Outdoor control tree
from the Fossil Atmospheres experiment at the Smithsonian Environmental Research Center in Maryland. (e) SEM image of inside of lower surface of fossil Ginkgo
wyomingensis collected from the Early Eocene of the Bighorn Basin of Wyoming (locality SLW0907). Scale bars, 100 mm.
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pores (figure 1; [11]). Historical collections of G. biloba
demonstrate that the stomatal index proxy for palaeo-

pCO2 is strongly correlated with pCO2 over the range of

290–430 parts per million [22,28]. However, despite wide

application of the Ginkgo palaeo-pCO2 barometer in the

past two decades [21,28,29], our understanding of pCO2 in

the fossil record is hindered because the morphological

and physiological changes in G. biloba stomata under pCO2

above 400 ppm are poorly constrained [22].

To investigate the relationship of Ginkgo to elevated pCO2

conditions, we began an elevated pCO2 experiment at the

Smithsonian Environmental Research Center in Maryland.

This experiment is designed to quantify the response of

Ginkgo to elevated pCO2 by growing 15 mature G. biloba trees
in open-topped chambers in natural field conditions, with out-

door controls, and atmospheres in the chambers of 400, 600,

800 and 1000 ppm of CO2. Each tree is regularly monitored
for changes in stomatal index, and rates of photosynthesis

and transpiration, to constrain parameters used in gas

exchange models of palaeo-pCO2. Local volunteers conduct

the necessary daily maintenance of the experiment, as well

as the data collection from the plants that can only be done

at the experimental site. Samples collected from the trees

are taken to the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural

History in Washington, DC, where they are stored perma-

nently. Selected specimens are worked on by local

volunteers and processed to produce the imagery that is

available to citizen scientists accessing the Fossil Atmospheres

project on the Zooniverse website. Our experimental results

will be used to infer palaeo-pCO2 from stomatal features of

Late Cretaceous–Palaeogene fossils of Ginkgo wyomingensis
(nearly identical to extant G. biloba), allowing palaeo-pCO2

estimates from these terrestrial fossils to be compared with

records from other palaeo-pCO2 proxies.
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3. Material and methods
(a) Fossil Atmospheres on the Zooniverse
The Zooniverse (www.zooniverse.org) is a citizen science plat-

form managed by personnel at the University of Oxford (UK)

and the Adler Planetarium (Chicago, USA). It currently hosts

close to 100 projects, with a citizen scientist user base of hun-

dreds of thousands. Each project provides digital subjects

(images, video or audio) that users classify by selecting tools to

record observations of different kinds, in the same way that pro-

ject scientists would. The Zooniverse has a back-end project

builder that research teams use to build and beta test a user inter-

face for their project, without the need for web programming

[30]. As a possible approach to circumventing the concern of

the palaeontological research community about having

untrained volunteers handle delicate and sometimes rare speci-

mens, we explored the Zooniverse as an interface through

which non-professionals could collect data from museum

specimens without receiving training in specimen handling.

Zooniverse users were asked to view scanning electron

microscope images of the inside lower surface of leaves from

living and historical G. biloba trees, as well as fossils, and to ident-

ify and mark all the stomata (gas exchange pore structures) and

epidermal cells (all other cells) that fall within a box of a standar-

dized size (300 � 300 mm), resulting in counts of their numbers

(figure 2). Four tools were made available to do these tasks:

point markers for (i) stomata, (ii) epidermal cells, (iii) not sure

and (iv) a tool to draw an ellipse around an ‘unclear patch’.

These data are required to calculate stomatal index as defined

by Salisbury [11]:

stomatal index¼ 100� no: stomata

no: stomataþ no: epidermal cells
: ð3:1Þ

The task of counting stomata and epidermal cells is an unusual

one for people without botany training, so upon landing on

the classification page, volunteers were given a short tutorial

explaining the task. We designed the training material to reflect

as closely as possible the way in which the project scientists

would identify cells, thus contextualizing the training in science

practice [31,32]. This tutorial can be accessed later at any time, as

can other help features available on the website. These include

help tabs for each task and a ‘field guide’, which we populated

with example cell features, suggested counting procedures, and

examples of images counted by an expert (R.S.B.).

Counting an image for stomatal index takes longer per image

than most other Zooniverse tasks (see Results; [3]). We under-

stood from the outset that this may cause challenges, but this

was also identified during the beta-testing phase, a process that

is mediated by the Zooniverse team, and provides valuable feed-

back for a successful launch of the citizen science project. As a

result of the beta test, we added an additional question to the

workflow: ‘Have you marked every cell that you can see in this

image’. If participants answer ‘no’, then this question is followed

by another dialogue box with two response options: (i) ‘There

were too many cells to mark them all’ and (ii) ‘It was difficult

to identify the cell boundaries’. This question was added to

allow post hoc identification of classifications where the partici-

pant stopped part way through without completing, but

submitted the classification anyway.

Workflow design can have important downstream effects on

both volunteer retention and data quality [33]; we therefore used

the beta test to inform modifications to our workflow structure.

Following beta-test feedback, we instituted three separate work-

flows: (i) practice, (ii) easier count and (iii) stomatal count. The

workflows are based on the zone of proximal development con-

cept [34], which describes skill building as a range from

undeveloped to developed capabilities. Through scaffolding,

participants build skills through increasingly complex tasks
supported by expert guidance [35,36]. The practice workflow

contains five images, all of which are provided in the field

guide with the lead project scientist’s (R.S.B.) expert classification,

for direct comparison on screen. Participants are automatically

directed to the practice image set when arriving at the project

classification page and are advised to complete the practice set

before moving on to ‘real’ classifications. Feedback from partici-

pants during beta-testing suggested that many images were

significantly more difficult than the practice set and therefore

served as a barrier to continuing participation, causing people to

give up. For this reason, the lead project scientist selected a set

of 100 images from the full image set that show distinct and

more easily identifiable cell boundaries. These 100 images consti-

tuted the ‘Easier Count’ workflow, as well as serving as the

validation set for the current study to test citizen scientist accuracy

relative to expert stomatal index estimates. Images were circulated

until each had been classified by 50 unique project participants.

The ideal number of repeat classifications for each image should

minimize volunteer time spent, while maximizing accuracy and

confidence. We began with 50 repeats so that these data could

be analysed to determine an optimal number of repeat classifi-

cations beyond which the mean stomatal index estimate for an

image did not change substantially.

A concern about ‘incorrectly’ identifying the cells and gener-

ating ‘wrong’ results for the researchers was frequently raised in

the beta-testing feedback. Addressing motivation and self-

efficacy is important for ensuring participants continue with the

task as they build skills and confidence [37,38]. For this reason,

the ‘not sure’ and ‘unclear patch’ tools were developed so that

uncertainty about small areas of the image would not become a

barrier to classifying an image and moving on to the next one.

To encourage people to continue in spite of some uncertainty,

we also included language about the need for multiple classifi-

cations, a consensus from many people, and the idea that

scientists are also subject to biases and inaccurate identifications.

There are also message boards through which participants can

ask questions to clarify how to mark the images, or find out

more detail about the scientific background of the project.

Although there is a true number of cells in each image,

interpretation of where cell walls are visible, as well as which

cells project into the standardized box (300 � 300 mm), is some-

what dependent on the person completing the classification.

Because of this small amount of subjectivity in the process,

there is the possibility of researcher bias in counting when the

researcher has expectations for the range of the stomatal index

based on knowledge of the source location for the sample.

Zooniverse has an important advantage in this respect in that

all images are presented without any metadata, which means

that the participants are ‘blinded’, thus limiting inherent biases.
(b) Data analysis
Zooniverse allows data downloads that include the image

identification number, username (if the user is logged in), the

output from each individual classification of a subject and

other associated metadata. The classification output is pro-

vided in a JSON string, which we processed using an R script

(electronic supplementary material) to obtain stomatal count,

epidermal cell count and point coordinates for each marker

used in each classification for each image. The 100 images in

the ‘Easier Count’ workflow were classified by the lead project

scientist using the Zooniverse project interface. We used this

information for exploratory analyses to better understand citi-

zen scientist accuracy relative to expert classifications, and

how to maximize data quality. Each of the 100 images was

classified by 50 unique users (5000 classifications), and these

data are the basis for all our analyses. Where the data were

filtered, the sample size for analyses is slightly lower.

http://www.zooniverse.org


Figure 2. User interface for counting stomata and epidermal cells on the Zooniverse citizen science website (www.zooniverse.org/projects/laurasoul/fossil-atmos-
pheres). These two cell types are all that is required to calculate the stomatal index for this image. The white ‘counting box’ over the SEM image is standardized for
all images (300 � 300 mm). Participants are also provided with tools that allow for marking places on the images where the features are not obvious to them.
Beta-testing demonstrated that without these ‘unsure’ tools, participants that were not able to identify the features with confidence often stopped analysing images.
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To identify what the optimal number of repeat classifications

is to balance loss of information and accuracy against use of par-

ticipant’s time, for each image we plotted the difference between

the running mean and the final mean, as classifications were

added. We then calculated the average of these differences

across all images to find a reasonable cut-off. A gradual approach

to the mean is expected; therefore, there is no non-arbitrary way to

choose a cut-off, but we identified the point at which difference

from the final mean was within one stomatal index unit.

To find the individual and average error in citizen scientist

estimates of stomatal count, epidermal cell count and stomatal

index, we compared citizen scientist estimates with expert

estimates and calculated the differences for individual classifi-

cations, average differences for individual citizen scientists and

average differences per image. We then filtered these data in

several ways and compared original with filtered data using a

t-test, to find whether filtering could reduce the error relative

to expert classifications. We removed classifications from users

who were not logged in, removed classifications that only had

one stoma or one epidermal cell identified, and finally added

‘not sure’ counts to epidermal cell counts.

To investigate whether participants improved with experience,

we compared the error in individual classifications (relative to

expert classifications) with the experience a participant had

(number of classifications made) when completing each classifi-

cation, using linear regression, with individual participant as a

fixed effect. Additionally, to find whether, and how, each individ-

ual participant improved in accuracy on classifying more images,

we performed a breakpoint analysis using the R package seg-
mented [39], which estimates the number and location of

different regression relationships in time-series data. This analy-

sis was applied to the same data as the regression analysis,

separated by participant. This analysis can be used to identify

whether there is an initial improvement followed by consistent

accuracy, by modelling the data with two different regression

slopes and measuring fit. If the point at which this switch in

slope occurred was consistent across participants, it could be

used as a ‘burn-in’ to discard inaccurate early estimates. We
applied the breakpoint analysis for the 55 individual partici-

pants who had classified at least 20 of the validation image set

of 100 images.

Finally, to investigate a possible route through which partici-

pants could be filtered prior to making full classifications, we

tested whether an individual participant’s error in stomatal

count estimate could be used as an indicator of the likely

error in estimating stomatal index, using a regression of mean

stomatal count error against mean epidermal cell count error

per participant.
4. Results
As of this submission Fossil Atmospheres has 2500þ partici-

pants who have collectively made 24 000þ individual

classifications of 2424 images. The ‘Easier Count’ workflow

was opened on 20 December 2017, and all images within

that workflow had been classified by 50 unique users by

18 March 2018, in around two and a half months. The average

time elapsed to complete an image on Fossil Atmospheres

was 21.1 min, longer than the lead project scientist’s average

time of 14.5 min. The mean number of classifications sub-

mitted across all participants was 6, the most common

number of classifications submitted was 1, and the maximum

was 2449, which included repeat classifications.

The average of running means for the 100 images in the

validation set approached the final mean gradually as expected

(figure 3) and reached a difference of within one stomatal index

unit of the final mean after around 30 classifications. In the

future, the retirement limit will be set to 30 to reflect this.

Across all classifications by individual participants for the

‘Easier Count’ workflow, before filtering (n ¼ 5000), the

expert estimate of number of stomata (number counted by

the lead project scientist) was identified in 36% of cases and

was within one unit of the expert estimated count in 64%

http://www.zooniverse.org/projects/laurasoul/fossil-atmospheres
http://www.zooniverse.org/projects/laurasoul/fossil-atmospheres
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of cases. Citizen scientist estimated epidermal cell count only

matched expert estimates in 0.8% of cases and was too few in

92% of cases. Averages of estimated stomatal index across all

participants who classified an image were almost always

higher than expert estimated indices (mean difference between

participant estimates and expert estimates per image ¼ 7.81;

figure 4). Removing classifications made by users who were

not logged in slightly improved average estimates (mean

difference ¼ 7.02), but a t-test did not show a significant differ-

ence (p ¼ 0.098). Adding participants’ ‘not sure’ counts to

the epidermal cell counts slightly (but not significantly; t-test
p ¼ 0.2423) improved average estimates (mean difference¼

7.26), but the participants’ mean estimates were still consist-

ently too high. Removing classifications where a participant

had only marked one stoma or one epidermal cell (i.e. not

completed the task) significantly improved average estimates
(mean difference¼ 4.46, t-test p, 0.0001), and this filter was

applied for the subsequent analyses.

Regression of the number of images a participant had

counted (as a proxy for experience with the task) and index

estimate difference (the difference between participant esti-

mated stomatal index and project scientist estimated

stomatal index, for each classification) showed a significant

relationship, but with a very low positive slope of 0.02,

suggesting that overall there was no improvement with

experience (data shown in figure 5). Breakpoint analysis

of participants’ classification error in a time series demon-

strated that a large majority of participants made either

consistently accurate or consistently inaccurate estimates

(figure 6), and, for the rare cases where individuals did

show improvement followed by a plateau, there was no con-

sistent breakpoint value across those individuals (electronic

supplementary material).

The mean stomatal count error per user across all user

classifications for the ‘Easier Count’ workflow is a significant

predictor of their mean error in epidermal cell count

(figure 7; p , 0.0001, r2 ¼ 0.2796).
5. Discussion
Fossil Atmospheres is a project designed to address research

questions relating to atmospheric carbon dioxide and global

climate change (in the modern and in the geological past),

in which citizen scientists have been directly involved in

the collection of data from museum specimens via an

online user interface. This is a case study in presenting a rela-

tively complex task to volunteers who do not receive training

outside of the informational materials provided online.

There are three key lessons from this case study that could

be applied to the development of other similar projects.

(i) Acknowledge and address participants’ uncertainty about

their ability to complete the tasks satisfactorily. Feeling uncer-

tain about one’s skill set can be a barrier to prolonged

engagement, and by addressing it, the participant feels motiv-

ated to continue. (ii) Scaffold the data collection process to
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accommodate various levels of expertise so that participants

work at the appropriate level while offering a higher achieve-

ment to work toward. Finally, (iii) provide data collection

examples and annotated graphics to illustrate attributes of

an expert classification. Participants use these materials to

recognize and analyse discrepancies between their work and

expert examples, and then apply what they have learned to

their next task. Additionally, there are approaches that we

took to refining the data that could be used for other online

projects, particularly those hosted on Zooniverse, that present

complex tasks for which data quality may be low. These are

outlined in section (a) below.

Building a project on Zooniverse was a successful method

for incorporating citizen science into the Fossil Atmospheres

project. The interface provided all the tools necessary to

complete the stomatal index estimation task, and many citi-

zen scientists have participated, leading to many thousands

of individual classifications made in a small fraction of the

time it would take for the project scientists to complete the

same number of classifications. This approach therefore has

potential for other palaeontological projects where repeated
measurements of specimens that can be easily photographed,

but not easily handled, need to be made. However, data qual-

ity was low for a large proportion of individual citizen

scientist classifications. We discuss the cause of this issue

and possible solutions below.

(a) Accuracy and efficiency
Raw data from all classifications (by all participants) vary

widely in accuracy and rarely approach expert stomatal

index estimates (figure 4; electronic supplementary material).

Therefore, some refining of the data is always necessary.

Straightforward ways to somewhat improve average data qual-

ity were to remove classifications for which participants

answered that they did not count all the cells in an image,

and to use data only from participants who were logged in to

the Zooniverse rather than submitting classifications as a guest.

Citizen scientists consistently do not count all of the epi-

dermal cells within an image, which leads to an overestimate

of the stomatal index relative to the expert value (equation

(3.1); figure 4). For this reason, including ‘not sure’ markers

as epidermal cells slightly improves participant accuracy.

Even with these approaches, citizen scientist estimates are fre-

quently still inaccurate to a degree that would introduce too

large an error into an estimate of the relationship between

stomatal index and pCO2. One possible avenue of success is

through measuring participant accuracy on stomatal count,

which correlates with participant accuracy on epidermal

cell count (figure 7), and would therefore provide an efficient

first pass to identify individuals more likely to correctly

identify epidermal cells. Alternatively, the ‘easier’ image set

that we have used here as the validation test set could be

used to identify citizen scientists who are likely to provide

accurate data for other classifications.

The accuracy relative to expert counts of a large majority

of participants is either consistently within 1–2% of the

expert index estimate and therefore acceptable for use in

further analyses (figure 6a), or consistently inaccurate and

does not show improvement (figure 6b). A few participants

improve with the number of classifications they have



Figure 8. A typical example of the aggregate of all citizen scientist classifi-
cations for an image (n ¼ 50 unique classifications). Different colours
indicate the different classifications a participant has made for each
marker: green for epidermal cells, yellow for stomata and pink for ‘not
sure’. White box is a standardized 300 � 300 mm. No single user identifies
all the cells, but when all user classifications are taken together all the
epidermal cells are marked.
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completed, during approximately the first 10 classifications

they complete, but this is rare (electronic supplementary

material). Using these data to identify citizen scientists who

are successfully making accurate estimates could allow us

to use the data from these individuals exclusively, or to

select which participants should continue to make classifi-

cations. While this approach has the potential to achieve the

desired research outcome, it is an inefficient use of volunteer

time if results from some volunteers are discarded, and is

therefore not best practice for citizen science [9]. A possible

solution to this issue would be to alter the set-up of the

web interface to restrict who can continue to classify images.

(b) Machine learning approaches
The kind of image analysis we are enlisting citizen scientists

for in this study is potentially suitable for machine learning.

Indeed, an online interface called ‘Stomata Counter’ has

recently been made available (through the efforts of Karl

Fetter and the Fossil Atmospheres project scientists; www.

stomata.science) that can count the number of stomata

within images of leaf surfaces. This machine learning

approach is supported by a convolutional neural network

that is trained on about 5000þ micrographs from 700þ
species of plants, including images from the Fossil Atmos-

pheres experiment. As more images are piped through the

system, along with a greater diversity of image types (e.g.

scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmitted light and

epifluorescence) and from a greater diversity of species, the

computer algorithm will improve over time as it gets

‘trained’. Currently, citizen scientists are similarly accurate

in their ability to correctly count stomata to the machine

learning approach, but may soon be less accurate. More

importantly, at least for the goals of the Fossil Atmospheres

project, the computer cannot yet successfully count epider-

mal cells, so a human must make the counts. Our citizen

science approach has the potential to be an efficient way

to collect these data, and the current phase of our project

is to assess the quality of the data and to determine how

best to use the Zooniverse as a resource to collect more

data than would be possible by the research team alone.

Other citizen science projects (e.g. Snapshot Serengeti)

have successfully used citizen science classifications as

training data for machine learning algorithms, something

that would not have been possible without the large

number of images classified by Zooniverse users for that

project. As our classification database expands, it may be

possible to use it as training data for a machine learning

approach that can estimate stomatal index, rather than

solely stomatal number.

(c) Future directions
There are three avenues of further investigation we are pursu-

ing in the long term, with an aim of improving each of

the major goals of the project. They relate to data processing,

citizen science performance and science education.

First, it is possible that better use could be made of exist-

ing data by aggregating all counts for each image (figure 8).

As demonstrated above, most citizen scientists overestimate

stomatal index because they do not find all of the epidermal

cells (figure 4). However, when the coordinates for the mar-

kers for all participant classifications of an image are

aggregated, they successfully identify all of the epidermal
cells because different people fail to count different cells.

Therefore, a clustering approach that aggregates all classifi-

cations would be advantageous. Current clustering

algorithms have most frequently been designed for lower

numbers of hard-to-discriminate clusters (e.g. hierarchical,

K-means, distribution-based and density-based), whereas

our data require an algorithm designed for a high number

of well-defined clusters. An effective algorithm is not yet

available. We are therefore working on developing a new

method suitable for our purpose.

Citizen science performance can also be improved. Inter-

actions on the project talk boards showed that the

information available on how to perform the task was not

always read or understood. We have therefore held in-

person training sessions and in a future study will compare

the performance of volunteers who have been trained face

to face with Zooniverse users who have only seen the

online material, over the same period of time. If face-to-face

training leads to greater success in counting, it suggests that

we could increase efficiency by training a smaller set of

citizen scientists to make very accurate estimates.

Finally, we are working on ways to increase the edu-

cational value of the project. We have provided information

on the scientific background of the research, as well as back-

ground materials on plant science, palaeobotany and global

climate change. One of the aims of Fossil Atmospheres is to

create an opportunity to educate the public about climate

change, and we are therefore designing evaluation materials to

test for changes associated with participation in the project, in

understanding of the subject matter and interest in science [40].
6. Conclusion
We have shown that online citizen science is a viable option

for collection of data from natural history collections. Present-

ing images for classification on the Zooniverse leads to high

http://www.stomata.science
http://www.stomata.science
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citizen scientist engagement and processing of more images

than would be possible without such a resource. This

approach to scientific data collection provides a unique

opportunity to educate the public about biology and climate

change, allows new audiences access to natural history speci-

mens and has the potential to save researchers time that is

better suited to implementing more complicated aspects of

the scientific project, or conducting science that can only be

done on site. This online data collection approach can there-

fore be well suited for palaeontological projects that require

some kind of data to be collected from a large number of

specimens, and where it is straightforward to photograph

the specimens. However, this is with the caveat that even

with careful thought and design of the instruction process,

complex tasks such as the one required by Fossil Atmos-

pheres can result in many inaccurate citizen scientist

classifications and therefore low volunteer time efficiency.

The ‘wisdom of the masses’ may prevail if methods of analy-

sis can be developed that appropriately combine the efforts of

multiple unbiased but imperfect observers.
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